All relevant data are within the paper or will be available in its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Interactions between proteins or proteins and DNA are a generic process underlying many biological processes. Thanks to the growing number of complexes available in the Protein Data Bank (PDB \[[@pone.0162143.ref001]\]), generic principles of protein-protein interactions have been discovered \[[@pone.0162143.ref002]--[@pone.0162143.ref008]\]. Protein-protein binding sites are relatively large and flat; their organization shows as a core of hydrophobic residues surrounded by a rim of polar residues that occlude the solvent. In addition, only a small set of residues contribute most to the free energy of binding. Hetero- and homo- complexes have similar interface properties \[[@pone.0162143.ref007],[@pone.0162143.ref009]\], but interfaces from transient complexes tend to be smaller and less hydrophobic than interfaces from permanent complexes \[[@pone.0162143.ref010],[@pone.0162143.ref011]\].

In this anatomic description of protein binding sites, nothing has been said concerning the terminal residues of protein chains, which are often hybridized in biochemical techniques aimed at detecting protein-protein interactions. Being the first and last residues of the chain, terminal residues have peculiar properties: they are charged and presumably highly flexible, because they are connected to the rest of the peptidic chain only on one side. These properties have been studied in the context of isolated proteins. It has been shown that terminal residues display some sequence and conformation preferences \[[@pone.0162143.ref012]\], and reside in sequence regions that are typically enriched in intrinsic disorder \[[@pone.0162143.ref013]\]. Terminal residues are predominantly located at the surface of proteins, to an extent that cannot be explained only by their charged nature \[[@pone.0162143.ref014]\]. Lattice model simulations suggested that this location confers the structures kinetic and thermodynamic folding advantages as well as optimal structure compaction \[[@pone.0162143.ref014]\]. Terminal residues are the first and the last residues of the chain to be synthesized. Krishna and Englander shown that all proteins that fold *via* a two-step mechanism (formation of secondary structures, followed assembly of secondary structures) have their terminal secondary structure elements in contact \[[@pone.0162143.ref015]\]. This bias toward N-C contacts could relate to the folding mechanism and protein stability \[[@pone.0162143.ref015]\]. It also explains earlier observations that terminal segments are closer to each other than expected \[[@pone.0162143.ref016],[@pone.0162143.ref017]\]. A subsequent study, however, found no sign of directed N to C folding in the final structures \[[@pone.0162143.ref018]\]. It thus seems that terminal residues have peculiar properties in protein structures.

In protein-DNA complexes, protein tails are thought to play a major role in the recognition \[[@pone.0162143.ref019]\] and, in some systems, tail composition affects the efficiency of the DNA search process \[[@pone.0162143.ref020]\]. Protein tails are indeed involved in the specificity and stabilization in several complexes \[[@pone.0162143.ref021],[@pone.0162143.ref022]\].

In this paper we specifically study terminal residues in the context of protein-protein and protein-DNA complexes. On a large non-redundant set of dimeric protein-protein interfaces, we quantify their implication in interfaces and its significance compared to random, in different classes of complexes. We also assess whether terminal residues are displaced upon interaction, compared to their location is isolated structures. This is done on a set of protein-protein complexes for which the structures of isolated monomers are available. We then investigate the link between implication at the interface and biochemical hybridization. Finally, we analyze the implication of terminal residues in protein-DNA complexes.

Results {#sec002}
=======

We took into account the presence and integrity of terminal residues in structures, and computed their frequency at protein-protein interfaces and specific regions of interfaces, in a large dataset of 17,658 binary complexes, non-redundant at the interface level, termed DIMER70, and a filtered dataset of 5,203 proteins, non-redundant at the monomer level, termed MONOMER25. We analyzed their conformational rearrangement upon complexation using the Docking Benchmark \[[@pone.0162143.ref023]\], the correlation between the presence of both terminals at an interface and the potential link with the experimental techniques for detecting protein-protein interactions. We also analyzed three datasets of protein-DNA structures for the frequency of terminal residues in interfaces and preference for different interface regions.

More Than Half of Terminal Residues are Disordered or Modified {#sec003}
--------------------------------------------------------------

In order to study the location of terminal residues in protein-protein complexes, we have to take into account the presence of expression tags in the resolved structures, and missing coordinates. Both factors could interfere with our analyses: expression tags add artefactual residues to native protein tails, and missing coordinates prevent any structural analysis.

Terminal residues were thus classified into three categories: modified, missing or genuine, as illustrated in [Fig 1A](#pone.0162143.g001){ref-type="fig"}. The division of all the N-terminal and C-terminal residues from the DIMER70 data set (65,284 terminal residues successfully analyzed) is shown in [Fig 1B](#pone.0162143.g001){ref-type="fig"}. Only 38% of terminal residues are genuine on average, the rest being either modified (10%) or missing (52%). N- and C-terminal residues differ, with less genuine N-terminal residues (32%) than C-terminal (45%). This difference is mainly due to the prevalence of modification of N-terminal residues (15%) compared to C-terminal residues (5%). N-terminal residues are also slightly more often missing (53%) than C-terminal residues (50%). The same trend is observed on the smaller MONOMER25 dataset (9746 terminal residues analyzed from 6235 chains), see Figure A in [S1 File](#pone.0162143.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Terminal residues are mostly modified or missing in the structures.\
A: classification of terminal residues into three categories. Terminal residues are termed *modified* if they are linked to a tag sequence, *missing* if they have no tag, but coordinates are missing from the structure, and *genuine* otherwise. B: division of terminal residues in the three groups, for all the proteins from the DIMER70 dataset (65,284 residues analyzed).](pone.0162143.g001){#pone.0162143.g001}

The classification of all the terminal residues in the DIMER70 dataset is available in [S2 File](#pone.0162143.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

In order to study terminal residues in their native structural context, we restrict the rest of our analyses to the genuine class (25,078 terminal residues from the DIMER70 dataset).

Terminal Residues Are Mostly Located at the Surface of the Proteins {#sec004}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

We computed the relative accessible surface area of terminal residues in the context of isolated monomers. Using a 25% of relative accessible area cutoff as in \[[@pone.0162143.ref009]\], we found that 94% of the genuine terminal residues from the DIMER70 dataset are located at the surface of the proteins, without asymmetry between N-terminal and C-terminal residues. The same proportion is observed for the MONOMER25 dataset. When looking at raw accessibility values N-terminal residues were found marginally more exposed than C-terminal residues (Figure B in [S1 File](#pone.0162143.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

One Quarter of Terminal Residues are Involved in Protein-Protein Interfaces {#sec005}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

We classified residues into different regions (surface, interior, core, rim, support) according to their exposed surface area, in isolated monomers and in complexes, as described in the Materials and Methods section. The amino-acid compositions in different regions are shown in Figure C in [S1 File](#pone.0162143.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. As previously observed \[[@pone.0162143.ref007]\], protein surfaces are enriched in polar residues compared to the global composition and interface cores are richer in hydrophobic residues than the rim. On average, 23% of the genuine terminal residues are involved in the protein-protein interfaces in the DIMER70 dataset (21% for N-terminal and 24% for C-terminal). Similar results are obtained for the MONOMER25 data set (see Tables A and B in [S1 File](#pone.0162143.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In terms of amino-acid composition, N-terminal residues are depleted in arginine and enriched in methionine residues, while C-terminal residues exhibit less marked preferences (Figure D in [S1 File](#pone.0162143.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). When taking into account the classification of complexes into different categories (homo- or hetero-complexes, obligate or non-obligate complexes, dimers or K-mers, biological interfaces or crystal contacts, see [Materials and Methods](#sec013){ref-type="sec"}), few differences emerge, see [Fig 2](#pone.0162143.g002){ref-type="fig"}. The rate of terminal residues in interfaces is higher in biological interfaces than in interfaces due to crystal contacts. Also, the rate is higher in interfaces extracted from dimers *versus* K-mers. This is the direct consequence of a size effect, as explained in the next section.

![Frequency of terminal residues in interfaces and rim regions, in the DIMER70 data set.\
\#residues: number of terminal residues analyzed, F_inter: fraction of terminal residues involved in interfaces, F_rim: fraction of terminal residues in the rim of the regions, among those involved in interfaces.](pone.0162143.g002){#pone.0162143.g002}

C-terminal residues are slightly more frequent than N-terminal residues in homo-interfaces, with the exception of non-obligate K-mers. In hetero-interfaces the situation is reversed: the rate is higher for N-terminal residues, again with the exception of non-obligate K-mers. In the next paragraph, we assess the significance of these frequencies, compared to random expectations due to protein size.

Terminal Residues Are Not Significantly Preferred or Avoided in the Interfaces {#sec006}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this section, we assess whether the rate of terminal residues in interfaces is different from what is expected by chance. For this, we simulate 1000 data sets with a random model based on hypergeometric laws for each protein, as explained in Materials and Methods. This model takes into account the size of each protein, and the fact that different categories of complexes display different size distributions (see Figure E in [S1 File](#pone.0162143.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The simulated data sets allow us to draw empirical distributions for the fraction of residues involved in interfaces, and assess how our observed fractions differ from the random expectation. As shown in Figures F and G in [S1 File](#pone.0162143.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the observed fractions of residues in interfaces fall within the simulated ranges for both DIMER70 and MONOMER25 dataset, meaning that there is no over- or under-representation of terminal residues at the protein-protein interfaces.

In other words, the tendency of terminal residues to be involved in interfaces does not deviate from what is expected, given protein size and interface size. Smaller proteins have bigger interfaces (relatively to their sizes), and hence, a higher chance to involve a terminal residue at the interface solely by chance. On the contrary, bigger proteins have smaller (relative) interfaces, and hence, lower probability to have terminal residues involved at the interface.

How does this contrast with the behavior of charged residues? To answer this question, we computed the fraction of charged residues in interfaces (without consideration of their location in the protein chain) and simulated data sets using the same protocol based on hypergeometric laws (see [Materials and Methods](#sec013){ref-type="sec"}). Lysine, aspartate and glutamate residues were found under-represented in interfaces, and arginine residues were found over-represented (Figure H in [S1 File](#pone.0162143.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), in good agreement with previous observations \[[@pone.0162143.ref007],[@pone.0162143.ref024],[@pone.0162143.ref025]\].

In conclusion, terminal residues are not significantly preferred or avoided at protein-protein interfaces, unlike charged residues.

When involved in interfaces, terminal residues are over-represented in the rim region {#sec007}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Interfaces were further divided between rim and core regions, based on accessibility values (see [Materials and Methods](#sec013){ref-type="sec"}). Most of the terminal residues in interfaces belong to the rim region, i.e., the periphery of the interfaces: 83% of the terminal residues (87% for N-terminal and 81% for C-terminal), see [Fig 2](#pone.0162143.g002){ref-type="fig"}. To assess the significance of these numbers we simulated random data sets using hypergeometric laws like before. As can be seen in [Fig 3](#pone.0162143.g003){ref-type="fig"}, in this case, the observed proportions are always higher than the simulated ones (empirical p-values\<10^−3^), indicating that terminal residues have a preference for rim regions. This preference is confirmed on the MONOMER25 dataset (Figure I in [S1 File](#pone.0162143.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It is known that the rim of interfaces is enriched in polar and charged residues \[[@pone.0162143.ref026]\]. It is thus expected to find an enrichment of terminal residues, since they are charged.

![Terminal residues are overrepresented in rim regions in the DIMER70 data set.\
Each box plot displays the distribution of simulated values of F_rim (fraction of terminal residues in rim regions, among those in interfaces) computed from 1000 random data sets. Box edges correspond to the 25^th^ and 75^th^ percentiles, the notches extend from the 1^st^ to the 99^th^ percentiles, and black points are outliers. Observed fractions are depicted as red triangles. HOM: homo-complexes, HET: hetero-complexes, N-OBL: non-obligate complexes, OBL: obligate complexes. Pink boxes: N-terminal residues, blue boxes: C-terminal residues.](pone.0162143.g003){#pone.0162143.g003}

We performed the same analysis on charged residues. The majority of them, when involved in interfaces, are located in the rim, although to a lesser extent than terminal residues: 76% for lysine, 62% for arginine, 66% for aspartate and 69% for glutamate residues. Simulations show that charged residues are, as expected, over-represented in the rim regions (Figure J in [S1 File](#pone.0162143.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

[Fig 4](#pone.0162143.g004){ref-type="fig"} presents examples of protein-protein complexes with terminal residues in the three different situations: exposed at the surface of the proteins, but not involved in the interface ([Fig 4A](#pone.0162143.g004){ref-type="fig"}), involved in the interface and located in the rim ([Fig 4B](#pone.0162143.g004){ref-type="fig"}), and involved in the interface and buried in the interface core ([Fig 4C](#pone.0162143.g004){ref-type="fig"}). In the case of terminal residue buried in the core of the interface, we noted several examples similar to the one illustrated in [Fig 4C](#pone.0162143.g004){ref-type="fig"}, where the tail of the protein chain interacts with an ion, also coordinated by side chains of the partner. This interaction presumably compensates the energetic penalty induced by burying a charge at the interface.

![Examples of terminal residue implication at protein-protein interfaces.\
A: complex between the caspase-recruitment domain of APAF-1 (Apoptotic Protease Activating Factor 1) and the pro-domain of human procaspase-9 (PDB code 3YGS \[[@pone.0162143.ref027]\]). In this complex, all the terminal residues are genuine, and none of them is involved at the protein-protein interface. B: complex between two subunits of the mRNA capping enzyme of the vaccinia virus (PDB code 2VDW \[[@pone.0162143.ref028]\]). The genuine N-terminal residue of the small subunit is involved in the rim of the interface. C: complex between a human carboxypeptidase and an inhibitor from leech (PDB code 1DTD \[[@pone.0162143.ref029]\]). In this complex, the C-terminal residue of the inhibitor is buried at the core of the interface. The close-up view reveals that the terminal carboxylate group of the backbone is interacting with a Zinc ion, which is also coordinated by three side-chains of the enzyme. Interfaces are colored in yellow (core) and cyan (rim). Terminal residues are represented as opaque spheres and highlighted by arrows. Images are generated using UCSF Chimera \[[@pone.0162143.ref030]\].](pone.0162143.g004){#pone.0162143.g004}

Conformational rearrangement of terminal residues upon complexation: insight from the docking benchmark {#sec008}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We analyzed the location of terminal residues in the proteins of the Docking Benchmark 5.0 \[[@pone.0162143.ref031]\]. This data set contains protein-protein complexes for which the structures of isolated monomers -termed unbound forms- are available in the PDB. For each terminal residue, we compared the location, in terms of interface regions, between the bound and the unbound structures. Among the 381 genuine terminal residues analyzed (180 N-terminal and 201 C-terminal), almost all (363) are classified in the same region (surface/rim/core/support) in bound and unbound structures. We computed the distance between terminal residues after superimposition between bound and unbound forms. In a majority of cases, the distance between terminal residues of bound and unbound structures is very short, see [Fig 5](#pone.0162143.g005){ref-type="fig"}. Notably, it is also the case in 'difficult complexes', which undergo major structural changes upon complexation. The few distances greater than 10 Å do not affect the classification in regions (surface residues that remain at surface after complexation). Reallocation of terminal residues to a different region upon complexation thus appears to be a rare event.

![Distance between terminal residues in the Docking Benchmark version 5 after superimposition of bound and unbound forms.\
Cases are colored according to the interface regions in the unbound/bound conformations. Complexes are classified as 'rigid body', 'medium' or 'difficult' cases in the docking benchmark, based on the structural difference between the bound and the unbound forms.](pone.0162143.g005){#pone.0162143.g005}

Co-occurrence of Terminal Residues in Interfaces {#sec009}
------------------------------------------------

In this section, we ask the following question: do terminal residues co-occur at protein-protein interfaces? We counted the co-occurrence of N-terminal and C-terminal residues at protein-protein interfaces, in the DIMER70 data set, and computed a Chi-squared test to assess the independence, see [Table 1](#pone.0162143.t001){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0162143.t001

###### Co-occurrence of terminal residues in interfaces, in the DIMER70 data set.

![](pone.0162143.t001){#pone.0162143.t001g}

  Co-occurrence   COMPLEX type   p-value       \#obs/\#expected
  --------------- -------------- ------------- ------------------
  Intra-chain                    **5.5e-14**   **1.34**
  Inter-chain     HOMO           **1.8e-13**   **1.38**
  Inter-chain     HETERO         0.37          0.86

The p-value is the one of the Chi-squared test on the contingency table counting the frequency of each terminal residue at the interface (intra-chain: terminal residues from the same monomer, inter-chain: terminal residues from different monomers). \#obs/\#expected is the ratio of observed *versus* expected frequencies of co-presence of terminal residues in interfaces in biological complexes.

We found that the co-occurrence of terminal residues from a same chain is favored (p-value = 5.5e-14), although this preference is modest (ratio of observed *versus* expected = 1.34). This confirms a previous observation that tails tend to be close to each other \[[@pone.0162143.ref017]\]. When found a significant co-occurence of terminal residues from different chains in homo-dimeric interfaces: terminal residues co-occur in interfaces more often than expected. This is linked to the previous observations: since terminal residues from the same chain tend to co-occur at interfaces (due to their proximity), by symmetry it will also favor the co-occurrence across different chains. By contrast, there is no significant co-occurrence in the case of terminal residues from partner chains across the interface for heterodimers. Data were insufficient to derive meaningful statistics from the MONOMER25 dataset.

Does Terminal Residue Modification Impair Interaction Detection? {#sec010}
----------------------------------------------------------------

We retrieved, for each complex in the DIMER70 data set, the experimental methods used to detect the interaction, from the IntAct database. We separated the interactions between those detected using methods that require hybridization of tag peptides (such as TAP-tag purification) or fusion domains (such as two-hybrid), and those detected using other methods. We thus had to map from InterEvol chains, through PDB chains, to Uniprot chains. We then searched IntAct for the experimental methods used to detect the interactions. In order to get meaningful results, we restricted our analysis to biological interfaces and genuine residues. Out of the 7079 complexes considered, IntAct provides information for 849 complexes (12%), with a better coverage for hetero-complexes (615 out of 1823, i.e. 33%) than for homo-complexes (234 out of 5256; i.e. 4%).

Hybridization-based techniques require the modification of terminal residues by attachment of a peptide or a protein domain. We hypothesized that this modification could perturb the formation of a complex when terminal residues are in interfaces. Such binary interactions could be more difficult to detect by hybridization-based techniques. In this case, we would expect fewer interactions detected by hybridization-based techniques when terminal residues are in interfaces. Contrary to our expectation, we did not find any such bias (Chi-squared test on the contingency table, p-value = 0.3). Dividing the data set between homo-complexes and hetero-complexes yielded the same result. Let us note that all complexes with a terminal residue in the interface are treated in the same way, since the side on which the hybridization takes place is not reported in IntAct. This factor could weaken the signal, if any. However, we observe here no signal at all. We postulate that this is due to the particular location of terminal residues in interfaces. As we have shown in this study, terminal residues, when involved in interfaces, are preferentially located in the rim. This preferred location presumably could allow the hybridization of tag peptides or fusion domains without disrupting the complex.

Terminal Residues at Protein-DNA Interfaces {#sec011}
-------------------------------------------

We analyzed the location of terminal residues in two datasets prepared by us: 156 transcription factors complexed with DNA and 265 DNA-binding proteins with other functions. We found that 16% of the genuine N-terminal and 4% of the genuine C-terminal residues were involved in protein-DNA interfaces in transcription factors, *versus* 6% of genuine N-terminal and 3% of the genuine C-terminal in the other DNA-binding proteins. Thus, N-terminal residues seem more frequent in protein-DNA interfaces than C-terminal ones, both in transcription factors and DNA-binding proteins with other functions. In these data sets, no filtering was carried out to reduce the redundancy between protein sequences.

In order to get statistics on non-redundant data, we analyzed the location of terminal residues in a dataset prepared by \[[@pone.0162143.ref032]\] composed of 303 protein-DNA complexes, irrespective of their function, non-redundant at the 70% level (the sparsity of the PDB does not allow to reduce further the redundancy). In these structures, 174 N-terminal and 175 C-terminal residues are genuine. Overall, 18% of the genuine N-terminal residues and 9% of the genuine C-terminal residues are involved in protein-DNA interfaces. This confirms the preference of N-terminal over C-terminal residues seen in the redundant data sets of transcription factors and other DNA-binding proteins. This preference agrees with the stabilizing electrostatic interaction between the negatively charged DNA phosphate groups and the positively charged amine groups of the N-terminal residues. When comparing observed to expected frequencies, we found that both terminal residues are clearly under-represented at protein-DNA interfaces, see [Fig 6](#pone.0162143.g006){ref-type="fig"}. This is in sharp contrast with what happens in protein-protein interface, and contrary to what is expected for N-terminal residues whose positive charge should favor interaction with DNA. To confirm this observation, we filtered out partial structures where the N-terminal residue is not the one of the native protein. We obtained the same result, see Figure K in [S1 File](#pone.0162143.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. When considering only the small fraction of terminal residues in interfaces, terminal residues are overrepresented in rim regions: the observed frequencies are greater than simulated distributions.

![Terminal residues are underrepresented in protein-DNA interfaces, but when involved in interfaces, they are over-represented in rim regions.\
Data are collected on a list of 303 protein-DNA complexes, non-redundant at the 70% level. F_inter: fraction of terminal residues in interfaces. F_rim: fraction of terminal residues in rim regions, among those in interfaces. Each box plot displays the distribution of simulated values computed from 1000 random data sets. Box edges correspond to the 25^th^ and 75^th^ percentiles, the notches extend from the 1^st^ to the 99^th^ percentiles, and black points are outliers. Observed fractions are depicted as red triangles.](pone.0162143.g006){#pone.0162143.g006}

We compared the trend seen for terminal residues to the trend of charged residues, see [Fig 7](#pone.0162143.g007){ref-type="fig"}. We found that terminal residues and charged residues do not follow the same trend: positively charged residues lysine and arginine are clearly preferred in interfaces, contrary to N-terminal residues. This preference of lysine and arginines for the protein-DNA interface has been described in an earlier study \[[@pone.0162143.ref033]\]. Here, we further show that lysine and glutamate residues clearly prefer the rim regions, but not arginine and aspartate residues. Arginine residues are known to play a particular role in protein-DNA interactions, due to their capacity to form bidentate interactions with DNA \[[@pone.0162143.ref034]\]; it is thus logical to find them also in the core of protein-DNA interfaces.

![Frequency of charged residues in protein-DNA interfaces.\
Data are collected on a list of 303 protein-DNA complexes, non-redundant at the 70% level. F_inter: fraction of residues of a given type in interfaces. F_rim: fraction of residues of a given type in rim regions, among those in interfaces. Each box plot displays the distribution of simulated values computed from 1000 random data sets. Box edges correspond to the 25^th^ and 75^th^ percentiles, the notches extend from the 1^st^ to the 99^th^ percentiles, and black points are outliers. Observed fractions are depicted as red triangles. Pink boxes: lysine residues, green boxes: arginine residues, blue boxes: aspartate residues, purple boxes: glutamate residues.](pone.0162143.g007){#pone.0162143.g007}

[Fig 8](#pone.0162143.g008){ref-type="fig"} displays several examples of terminal residue involvement in protein-DNA interfaces.

![Examples of terminal residue implication at DNA-protein interfaces.\
A: complex between the restriction endonuclease HinP1 and DNA (PDB code 2FKC \[[@pone.0162143.ref035]\]). In this complex, protein terminal residues are genuine and none of them is involved in the DNA-protein interface. Orange spheres are calcium ions. B: complex between transcription factor PU.1 and DNA (PDB code 1PUE \[[@pone.0162143.ref036]\]). The N-terminal residue of the transcription factor (depicted in cartoon representation) is involved at the rim of the interface with DNA (pink surface). C: complex between the DNA binding domain of the *C*. *elegans* Tc3 transposase and DNA (PDB code 1TC3 \[[@pone.0162143.ref037]\]). The N-terminal residue of the protein is buried at the core of the interface and the C-terminal residue is involved at the rim of the interface. Protein interface is colored in yellow (core region) and cyan (rim regions). Terminal residues are represented as opaque spheres and highlighted by arrows. Images are generated using UCSF Chimera \[[@pone.0162143.ref030]\].](pone.0162143.g008){#pone.0162143.g008}

Conclusion {#sec012}
==========

In conclusion, our analysis shows that more than half of the terminal residues in protein-protein complex structures from the PDB are either modified or missing. It is thus mandatory to take it into account to perform a fair analysis of terminal residues. Terminal residues do not behave strictly as charged residues. In protein-protein interfaces, they are globally not preferred or avoided in interfaces, while charged residues are clearly under-represented (for lysine, aspartate and glutamate) or over-represented (aspartate). When involved in interfaces, terminal residues prefer the rim region, but their overwhelming presence in the rim cannot be explained only by their charged nature. The particular location of terminal residues in the rim explains why high-throughput techniques that rely on tail hybridization can be successfully applied without abrogating the interaction under study.

The preference of terminal residues for surface has been explained by an advantage in folding and stability \[[@pone.0162143.ref014]\], suggesting a positive selection of structures with surface terminal residues during evolution. But why are they so strongly favored in the rim? We propose the following hypothesis: steered dynamic simulations suggested that interface residues tend to be less mobile than the rest of the surface residues \[[@pone.0162143.ref038]\]. If high residue mobility is unfavorable at protein-protein interface, then terminal residues, which are highly flexible in nature, should be avoided at the interfaces, which might be extremely limiting in evolutionary terms. Their segregation in the rim region might be a good trade-off to accommodate their presence at interfaces, without excluding them from the interface.

In protein-DNA complexes, we also observed a contrast between terminal residues and charged residues: terminal residues are all under-represented in protein-DNA interfaces, while charged residues are clearly discriminated according to their charge (over-representation of lysine and arginine and under-representation of aspartate and glutamate). When involved in interfaces, terminal residues also clearly prefer the rim region. Terminal residues thus have specific properties with regard to protein-protein and protein-DNA interfaces that cannot be reduced only to their charge.

Materials and Methods {#sec013}
=====================

Data set {#sec014}
--------

### Protein-protein interfaces {#sec015}

An initial list of 17,658 binary interfaces was retrieved from the InterEvol resource \[[@pone.0162143.ref039]\] (<http://biodev.cea.fr/interevol/downloads.html>). This list is non-redundant at the dimer level, at the 70% threshold. We termed this list DIMER70. In this list, interfaces are already annotated in terms of:

-   heterodimer or homodimer complexes,

-   obligate or non-obligate complexes (predicted by NOXclass \[[@pone.0162143.ref040]\]),

-   biological interfaces or crystal contacts (predicted by NOXclass).

We further made the distinction between interfaces extracted from complexes with two chains (dimers) and those extracted from higher order complexes (K-mers), from information available in the PDB.

We filtered the DIMER70 list in order to reduce the redundancy between monomers to 25%, using PISCES (<http://dunbrack.fccc.edu/PISCES.php>) \[[@pone.0162143.ref041]\] with the following input parameters: sequence percentage identity \<25%, resolution \<3Å, R-factor \<0.3, sequence length between 40 and 10,000, include non-X-ray structures, exclude CA-only structures, Cull PDB by chain. The filtered list contains 5203 monomers and is termed MONOMER25.

### Docking benchmark {#sec016}

The docking benchmark version 5.0 was used (<https://zlab.umassmed.edu/benchmark/>) \[[@pone.0162143.ref031]\]. Complexes with more than two proteins and proteins with sequence variations between bound and free forms affecting the terminal residues were removed. Terminal residues were classified in the regions defined by Levy \[[@pone.0162143.ref009]\] in the complexes, and in "unbound complexes" formed by unbound forms superimposed onto complexes. The distance between Cα of terminal residues between bound and free forms was computed to quantify the conformational rearrangement.

### Protein-DNA complexes {#sec017}

Protein-DNA complex structures solved by X-ray crystallography at a resolution better than 2.60 Å and a maximum R free value of 0.4. were obtained from the PDB. The complexes were defined as any structures containing at least one protein chain, and a double-stranded DNA longer than six base pairs. All entries containing significantly modified DNA were discarded. The list was then split between 156 transcription factors and 265 enzymes.

Another list of protein-DNA complexes with various functions were retrieved from \[[@pone.0162143.ref032]\], and filtered using PISCES using the following parameters: sequence percentage identity \<70%, resolution \<3Å, R-factor \<0.3, sequence length between 40 and 10,000, include non-X-ray structures, exclude Cα-only structures, cull PDB by chain. This filtered list contained 304 protein chains, from 278 PDB entries.

### IntAct {#sec018}

We retrieved interaction data from the IntAct resource \[[@pone.0162143.ref042]\]. The xml files contained in the pmidMIF25.zip archive were parsed to retrieve interactions related to the PDB structures of the DIMER70 dataset. The following experimental methods were considered implying tail modification: adenylate cyclase complementation, affinity technology, anti-bait coimmunoprecipitation, anti-tag coimmunoprecipitation, bimolecular fluorescence complementation, dihydrofolate reductase reconstruction, pull down, two-hybrid, two-hybrid array, two-hybrid fragment pooling approach, two-hybrid pooling approach, ubiquitin reconstruction. The correspondence between PDB chains and Uniprot IDs was performed using the PDB/Uniprot Mapping resource (<http://bioinf.org.uk/pdbsws/>) \[[@pone.0162143.ref043]\].

Structure analysis {#sec019}
------------------

### MMCIF files {#sec020}

Missing coordinates and Tag residues were identified thanks to the mmCIF files from the PDB \[[@pone.0162143.ref001]\].

### Naccess {#sec021}

The software NACCESS \[[@pone.0162143.ref044]\] was used to compute solvent accessible surface area (ASA) using default parameters. Surface residues are defined as those with a relative accessible surface area (RASA) greater than 25% as in \[[@pone.0162143.ref009]\].

### Interface definition {#sec022}

Following the definition of Levy \[[@pone.0162143.ref009]\], residues were classified into the following regions, according to the values of RASA in the monomers (RASAm) and in the complexes (RASAc):

-   Non-interface residues (RASAm = RASAc): ○Surface residues (RASAm\>25%)○Interior residues (RASAm \<25%)

-   Interface residues (RASAm\> RASAc): ○Rim (RASAc\>25%)○Core (RASAc \<25% and RASAm\>25%)○Support (RASAc \<25% and RASAm \<25%)

This cutoff of 25% allows an optimal separation between surface and interior amino-acids, in terms of composition \[[@pone.0162143.ref009]\].

Statistical analysis {#sec023}
--------------------

All statistical analyses are made using the R statistical environment \[[@pone.0162143.ref045]\].

### Random model {#sec024}

We considered a random model based on the hypergeometric law to assess the significance of the involvement of terminal residues at the interfaces and rim regions.

A hypergeometric law H (k, K, N) describes the number of successes in a trial experiment, where one draws, without replacement, k individuals from a population of size N containing K successes. We used this law to simulate the presence of terminal residues at the interfaces and the rim regions of interfaces. When simulating the presence of a terminal residue at the protein-protein interface, we simulated hypergeometric variables for each protein with parameters set to k = number of interface residues (only rim and core residues), K = 1 (one N-terminal or C-terminal residue), and N = number of surface residues when the monomer is isolated.

To simulate the appearance of a terminal residue at the rim of an interface, we used parameters k = 1, K = number of residues in the rim regions, and N = number of residues at the interface (only rim and core residues).

The reason for excluding support and interior residues is that we have found that almost all terminal residues are exposed to the solvent when monomers are considered alone.

Thus, it was possible, for each protein, to simulate the appearance of terminal residues in interfaces, and, for those proteins with terminal residues in interfaces, their appearance in the rim region. We simulated separate distributions for N-terminal and C-terminal residues, because their statistics are based on different protein subsets (some proteins have only one genuine terminal residue).

The same protocol was used to study the preference of charged residues, without consideration of their location in the chains (i.e. terminal or not). To be consistent with the terminal residue analysis, buried residues (support and interior regions) were excluded from the analysis. For example, when simulating the frequency of arginine residues in interfaces, parameters were set to k = number of interface residues (core and rim), K = number of exposed arginine residues (in surface, core and rim) and N = number of exposed residues, and for simulating the frequency in rim regions, k = number of rim residues, K = number of interface arginines (core and rim) and N = number of interface residues (core and rim).

The use of such random models to simulate data sets results in empirical p-values: when simulating 1000 values, an observed value outside of the simulated range corresponds to an empirical p-value lower than 10^−4^.

Supporting Information {#sec025}
======================
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Click here for additional data file.

###### classification of terminal residues from the DIMER70 dataset.
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Click here for additional data file.
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